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The Glass Castle Jeannette Walls
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and analysis of the book and NOT the original
book.The Glass Castle: A Memoir by Jeannette Walls | Summary & Analysis Preview:
Jeannette Walls chronicles all the heartbreak, deprivation, humor, and love of her
childhood in The Glass Castle, a memoir of growing up dirt-poor on a cross-country
odyssey with her charismatic, but alcoholic, father and her codependent mother.
Jeannette began thinking of her childhood after spotting her mother, Rose Mary,
rummaging through trash in New York City. Her parents were basically living on the
street, but offers of help were always rejected. Jeannette went home to her husband's
apartment on Park Avenue. She arranged to have lunch with her mom, who advised
her to stop feeling guilty, accept her parents as they were, and stop hiding the truth
about them. Taking this advice, Jeannette started writing her story. Her first memory
went back to a trailer park in Arizona. At the age of three, she spent six weeks in a
hospital after her pink tutu caught fire while she was boiling hot dogs with no
supervision... Inside this Instaread Summary & Analysis of The Glass Castle *
Summary of book * Introduction to the Important People in the book * Analysis of the
Themes and Author's Style
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were
their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like
nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination,
teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and
couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out,
the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As
the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one
another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her
parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its
profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From
publisher description.
?????:??·??,???????,"?????????"?????,????,????,????????????,????????????????,???
????????????????????,?????"??""??","??????".????????????????????,???????,??????
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???????????????????????????????????????
"Jeanette Walls narra en EL CASTILLO DE CRISTAL el gran secreto de su familia. Su
infancia queda marcada por unos padres carismáticos pero sobrecargados de
problemas: el padre es alcohólico y la madre es una pintora que aborrece la vida
convencional y no asume la responsabilidad de criar a sus hijos. Los cuatro hermanos
aprenden a cuidar de sí mismos, se protegen unos a otros, y finalmente consiguen salir
del círculo infernal en que se convierte la familia para marcharse a Nueva York."-Traditional Chinese edition of Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail,
Cheryl Strayed's acclaimed bestselling memoir, Amazon Best Books of the Month,
March 2012, and the first Oprah's Book Club 2.0 title. In Traditional Chinese.
Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Glass Castle: A Memoir by Jeannette Walls. In
Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai
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PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS A GUIDE TO THE ORIGINAL BOOK. Guide to Jeannette
Walls's The Glass Castle Preview: Jeannette Walls chronicles all the heartbreak,
deprivation, humor, and love of her childhood in The Glass Castle, a memoir of growing
up dirt-poor on a cross-country odyssey with her charismatic, but alcoholic, father and
her codependent mother. Jeannette began thinking of her childhood after spotting her
mother, Rose Mary, rummaging through trash in New York City. Her parents were
basically living on the street, but offers of help were always rejected. Jeannette went
home to her husband's apartment on Park Avenue. She arranged to have lunch with
her mom, who advised her to stop feeling guilty, accept her parents as they were, and
stop hiding the truth about them... Inside this companion: - Summary of the book Important People - Character Analysis - Analysis of the Themes and Author's Style
? ?????????????? ? ???????????????????????????????? ?
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?????????????????…… ?????????????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
Created by Harvard students for students everywhere, SparkNotes give you just what
you need to succeed in school: Complete Plot Summary and Analysis Key Facts About
the Work Analysis of Major Characters Themes, Motifs, and Symbols Explanation of
Important Quotations Author's Historical Context Suggested Essay Topics 25-Question
Review Quiz The Glass Castle features explanations of key themes, motifs, and
symbols including: strength from hardship; abuse; fire; compassion vs. boundaries; the
glass castle; Joshua tree. It also includes detailed analysis of these important
characters: Jeannette Walls; Dad (Rex Walls); Mom (Rose Mary Walls).
Simplified Chinese edition of a New York Times bestseller and the Pulitzer Prizewinning book ANGELA'S ASHES: A Memoir (Part 1 of 3) by Frank McCourt. Despite
extreme poverty and desperation of his childhood McCourt recounts his early age in an
affecting and uplifting voice in this luminous memoir. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed
by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Glass Castle, Jeannette Walls’
gripping new novel that "transports us with her powerful storytelling...She contemplates
the extraordinary bravery needed to confront real-life demons in a world where the
hardest thing to do may be to not run away" (O, The Oprah Magazine). It is 1970 in a
small town in California. “Bean” Holladay is twelve and her sister, Liz, is fifteen when
their artistic mother, Charlotte, takes off to find herself, leaving her girls enough money
to last a month or two. When Bean returns from school one day and sees a police car
outside the house, she and Liz decide to take the bus to Virginia, where their widowed
Uncle Tinsley lives in the decaying mansion that’s been in Charlotte’s family for
generations. An impetuous optimist, Bean soon discovers who her father was, and
hears stories about why their mother left Virginia in the first place. Money is tight, and
the sisters start babysitting and doing office work for Jerry Maddox, foreman of the mill
in town, who bullies his workers, his tenants, his children, and his wife. Liz is whipPage 2/8
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smart—an inventor of word games, reader of Edgar Allan Poe, nonconformist. But when
school starts in the fall, it’s Bean who easily adjusts, and Liz who becomes increasingly
withdrawn. And then something happens to Liz in the car with Maddox. Jeannette Walls
has written a deeply moving novel about triumph over adversity and about people who
find a way to love each other and the world, despite its flaws and injustices.
?????????“????”?????,??????????,????????????????????,????????????,????????,??
????????????
Inside this Instaread Summary & Analysis of The Glass Castle* Summary of book*
Introduction to the Important People in the book* Analysis of the Themes and Author's
Style
This book summary and analysis is created for individuals who want to extract the essential
contents and are too busy to go through the full version. This book is not intended to replace
the original book. Instead, we highly encourage you to buy the full version. Jeannette Walls'
The Glass Castle is a memoir of unbreakable spirit and salvation: an account of the life of a
dysfunctional yet oddly vivacious family. When sober, Jeannette's father was creative and
ambitious. He taught them geology, physics, and how to take on life without doubt or fear.
When drunk, he was untruthful and violent. Meanwhile, Jeannette's mother was indifferent and
free-spirited. She detested the concept of domesticity, and she disliked the responsibility that
came with raising children. Jeannette and her siblings were compelled to look after themselves
and fend for one another. Together, they endured. When they had settled in New York, their
parents followed—not minding the fact that they had nowhere to stay—just so they could come
together as a family once again. Wait no more, take action and get this book now!
A family's story of love, loss and searches for new ways to continue living productive lives.
Room 303C tells the story of the early years of Tom and Maggie, which progresses to a legal
venue, where you'll have a front-row seat seat in the court of domestic law and it various
nuances, while seeing statutory mandates interpreted and administered by legal and agency
professionals. Intertwined with those dramas, the novel continues chronicling a four-decade
love story between Tom and Maggie as they adapt to life's changes. You'll live with the family
as the relationship between all members adjusts, adapts, and resets. Room 303C is a story
about a man and a woman living and adjusting in their lifetime commitment to each other - it's
a life story of perseverance and triumph.
?Netflix??????????????????????????????????????? 2020?11?24???????? ???????????
????????????? ??????????????????????????? 2016??????????????????????????
??????2017????? ????????????????????????????Peter Thiel?????
????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
???????2016???????????? ???????????????? ?????5500???5????
????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????????????
????????????????•????????????????????????????????????????????Mithril Capital Manage
ment?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????•???????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ???? ??•???J. D. Vance? ??????????????-?????????????????-?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????•?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
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???PayPal?????????Peter Thiel????????Mithril Capital
Management??????????????????????????????????? TED?????????????????????????https://
www.ted.com/talks/jdvanceamericasforgottenworking_class?language=zh-tw ???? ??? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
"The Secret Life of Dorothy Soames is the gripping true story of a daughter's quest to find the
truth about her mother's origins--and, in the process, come to terms with her own life and
choices. As she uncovers an increasingly dramatic tale of abuse, escape, and recovery,
Justine Cowan must grapple with her complex feelings about this woman who, as she comes
to learn, never had a real childhood of her own. A riveting, heartbreaking, and ultimately
healing journey of discovery."--Christina Baker Kline, author of #1 New York Times bestseller
Orphan Train "Impressive. . . . This frank account of a real-life Dickensian dystopia captivates
at every turn."--Publishers Weekly Chosen by the New York Times as an Editors' Choice and
called "fascinating" by the Telegraph (UK) this riveting family drama--evocative of Angela's
Ashes and The Glass Castle--is about a woman who discovers the shocking secret at the
center of her mother's life. Justine had always been told that her mother came from royal
blood. The proof could be found in her mother's elegance, her uppercrust London accent--and
in a cryptic letter hinting at her claim to a country estate. But beneath the polished veneer lay a
fearsome, unpredictable temper that drove Justine from home the moment she was old
enough to escape. Years later, when her mother sent her an envelope filled with secrets from
the past, Justine buried it in the back of an old filing cabinet. Overcome with grief after her
mother's death, Justine found herself drawn back to that envelope. Its contents revealed a
mystery that stretched back to the early years of World War II and beyond, into the dark
corridors of the Hospital for the Maintenance and Education of Exposed and Deserted Young
Children. Established in the eighteenth century to raise "bastard" children to clean chamber
pots for England's ruling class, the institution was tied to some of history's most influential
figures and events. From its role in the development of solitary confinement and human
medical experimentation to the creation of the British Museum and the Royal Academy of Arts,
its impact on Western culture continues to reverberate. It was also the environment that
shaped a young girl known as Dorothy Soames, who bravely withstood years of physical and
emotional abuse at the hands of a sadistic headmistress--a resilient child who dreamed of
escape as German bombers rained death from the skies. Heartbreaking, surprising, and
unforgettable, The Secret Life of Dorothy Soames is the true story of one woman's quest to
understand the secrets that had poisoned her mother's mind, and her startling discovery that
her family's fate had been sealed centuries before.
Examination Thesis from the year 2014 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies
- Literature, grade: 1,7, University of Duisburg-Essen (Essen), language: English, abstract:
This thesis deals with the generational shift and the question of the American Dream in the
novels of Jeannette Walls. One extraordinary book by this American author is the "Glass
Castle: A Memoir." This autobiography reveals shocking details of her childhood. The reader
cannot believe that parents of four children are that inconsiderate to follow their own interests
and neglect the little ones disregarding their basic needs like nourishment, a warm and clean
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shelter and the possibility of regular school attendance. For several years the family is of no
fixed abode and roams through many American states. The children often go hungry and at
school their mates mock them because of their worn-out clothes. When the novel "Half Broke
Horses" was published the reader might have hoped to get to know more about the family's
background and Jeannette's mother Rose Mary who often treats her children heartlessly and
acts selfishly. This novel is concerned with Lily, Jeannette's grandmother. The reader learns a
lot about her upbringing and her strict way of educating Rose Mary. Both novels, covering at
least sixty years, also reflect the American history and values of that time. The thesis,
therefore, examines in how far one can speak of a generational shift regarding the women of
the families and their role models. As all members of the family strive to reach their personal
goals in life it also wants to find out which components of the American Dream are relevant to
them and what they can realize.
"Wow. You have an amazing story. And the similarities between our lives are sort of stunning.
There are so many scenes in this book that struck so close to home for me. I was deeply
moved and honored that you shared it with me." Jeannette Walls, Author of The Glass Castle
Take Me Back to Redway tells Yolanda Taylor's incredible story: a mother who lived the
American dream. In her quest to successfully raise her children, she turned to her past, a past
that until recently she was ashamed of. She grew up homeless, raised alone by her father,
after he escaped both Vietnam and her abusive mother. Th ey settled in Northern California,
living fi rst in an abandoned packing crate and then in a lean-to. Her father sacrificed his career
and his identity to devote these years to her development. Th ey lived in poverty, but she had
constant love and attention. She borrowed and worked her way through an Ivy League
education ultimately receiving her MBA. Now, she has her own children. She achieved
everything she could have ever hoped to achieve. She struggles with her upbringing more than
any other time in her life. She recently gave up her dream career to devote this time in her life
to her children. She is scared to death of translating her drive and motivation into something so
intangible. Take Me Back to Redway tells two parallel stories one past and one present; the
past is folded into the present day, with themes joining the two together. Th e drama of each
story concludes simultaneously.
Gossip. It's more than just hearsay. society columns, and supermarket tabloids. It has, like it or
not, become a mainstay of American pop culture. In Dish, industry insider Jeannette Walls
gives this provocative subject its due, offering a comprehensive, serious exploration of gossip
and its social, historical, and political significance. Examining the topic from the inside out,
Walls looks at the players; the origins of gossip, from birth of People magazine to the death of
Lady Di; and how technology including the Internet will continue to change the face gossip. As
compelling and seductive as its subject matter, Dish brilliantly reveals the fascinating inner
workings of a phenomenon that is definitely here to stay.
ABOUT THE BOOK When The Glass Castle made the bestseller list and book groups
everywhere were featuring it as their headliner, I shied away from the book. As a writer, and an
instructor of literature, I tend to be skeptical of the bestseller list. Undoubtedly these are
entertaining books, but I usually can't come up with a solid rationale for teaching them to a
writing or literature class. So I didn't read The Glass Castle when it was at its most popular.
However, when I started teaching memoir writing classes, The Glass Castle came to mind. I
decided to give it a try. Reading it, I was surprised at how intense the book was, but also how
deeply it resonated with its reader, and how engaging the prose was. I started teaching it to
show students how to be courageous in their writing and write with honesty but in a way that
pulls in their readers. What I most admired about Jeannette Walls was her ability to be
forgiving and compassionate in her telling of the story. MEET THE AUTHOR Born in Port
Huron, Michigan, Kathryn Prout has worked as a small town dance teacher, small city nonprofit
coordinator, and after school poetry workshop leader for teens. While she's currently busy
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farming in Ireland, Kathryn always makes sure she has time to read, write, and of course, run.
EXCERPT FROM THE BOOK The Glass Castle is a poignant memoir about a dysfunctional
but lively family, told from the perspective of the second daughter of four children. Jeannette
Walls is three years old when the story begins and well into her adult life when it ends. Her
parents, Rex and Rose Mary Walls, are troubled people who struggle with their own issues
while trying to raise four children. Neither parent can hold down a job for any length of time.
They move around with their children until they finally settle in Welch, West Virginia. In Welch,
near Rex's family, they live in squalid conditions. From the time Jeannette and her siblings are
young, though, their father has grand plans to build the Glass Castle, taking out his blueprints
and showing his ornate design of their home. As the kids get older, they lose faith in their
father ever building the Glass Castle, but he does teach them to have dreams. Each child
escapes to New York City to realize his or her dreams the way their father didn't.
“North of Normal contains so many jaw-dropping scenes it makes Jeannette Walls’ childhood
(The Glass Castle) look almost conventional.” —Toronto Star In the late 1960s, Cea’s
grandfather uproots his family from suburban California and moves them to the Canadian
wilderness. Cea spends the first decade of her life living in a canvas tipi, surviving fierce
storms, food shortages and adults more interested in their own desires than parenting a child.
Knowing no other world, Cea is happy enough. But her mother is missing one crucial element:
a man. When she strikes out to look for love, spinning from one boyfriend to the next, Cea is
forced along for the ride—and into a harsh awakening. Shocking and heartbreaking, yet often
funny, North of Normal is the story of a woman’s desire to find her normal—no matter what it
takes. Cea’s journey of self-discovery and acceptance celebrates the strength we all carry
within us to shape our destiny.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Glass Castle: A Memoir. Raised by an eccentric artist
mother and a brilliant but alcoholic father, Jeannette Walls, who writes for MSNBC, and her 3
siblings lived a horrible and neglectful childhood. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright
Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The Glass Castle: A Memoir by Jeannette Walls | Summary & Analysis Preview: Jeannette
Walls chronicles all the heartbreak, deprivation, humor, and love of her childhood in The Glass
Castle, a memoir of growing up dirt-poor on a cross-country odyssey with her charismatic, but
alcoholic, father and her codependent mother. Jeannette began thinking of her childhood after
spotting her mother, Rose Mary, rummaging through trash in New York City. Her parents were
basically living on the street, but offers of help were always rejected. Jeannette went home to
her husband’s apartment on Park Avenue. She arranged to have lunch with her mom, who
advised her to stop feeling guilty, accept her parents as they were, and stop hiding the truth
about them. Taking this advice, Jeannette started writing her story. Her first memory went back
to a trailer park in Arizona. At the age of three, she spent six weeks in a hospital after her pink
tutu caught fire while she was boiling hot dogs with no supervision… PLEASE NOTE: This is a
summary and analysis of the book and NOT the original book. Inside this Instaread Summary
& Analysis of The Glass Castle • Summary of book • Introduction to the Important People in
the book • Analysis of the Themes and Author’s Style
Original publication and copyright date: 2005.
The Glass Castle: A Memoir by Jeannette Walls - Book Summary - Abbey Beathan
(Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book.) The story of Jeannette Walls, a woman who had to
escape from her family in order to achieve true happiness. Jeannette Walls definitely lived with
an unconventional family. It was a double edged sword. On one hand, her parents were
talented and smart, but on the other one, they were also dysfunctional people who slowly but
surely, corrupted their marriage. A mother who couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for
her family and a father who suffered from alcohol abuse, her family environment was so
negative it could only lead Jeannette down a dark path. (Note: This summary is wholly written
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and published by Abbey Beathan. It is not affiliated with the original author in any way) "You
should never hate anyone, even your worst enemies. Everyone has something good about
them. You have to find the redeeming quality and love the person for that." - Jeannette Walls
The story gets interesting when Jeannette could not stand living with her parents anymore. It
was time for Jeannette and her brother to fend for themselves and once they found the
necessary resources, they fled from home. The Glass Castle is a story of courage, risking
everything to live a happy life and that no matter how grim the situation might be, there's still a
way out. An inspiring tale about a woman who triumphed against all odds. P.S. The Glass
Castle is an inspiring story about some human beings, with enough determination are able to
tip the scale in their favor despite how bad their situation was in the past. P.P.S. It was Albert
Einstein who famously said that once you stop learning, you start dying. It was Bill Gates who
said that he would want the ability to read faster if he could only have one superpower in this
world. Abbey Beathan's mission is to bring across amazing golden nuggets in amazing books
through our summaries. Our vision is to make reading non-fiction fun, dynamic and captivating.
Ready To Be A Part Of Our Vision & Mission? Scroll Up Now and Click on the "Buy now with
1-Click" Button to Get Your Copy. Why Abbey Beathan's Summaries? How Can Abbey
Beathan Serve You? Amazing Refresher if you've read the original book before Priceless
Checklist in case you missed out any crucial lessons/details Perfect Choice if you're interested
in the original book but never read it before Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant for a
great companionship of the original book or to simply get the gist of the original book. "One of
the greatest and most powerful gift in life is the gift of knowledge. The way of success is the
way of continuous pursuit of knowledge" - Abbey Beathan
Now a major motion picture starring Brie Larson, Naomi Watts and Woody Harrelson. This is a
startling memoir of a successful journalist's journey from the deserted and dusty mining towns
of the American Southwest, to an antique filled apartment on Park Avenue. Jeanette Walls
narrates her nomadic and adventurous childhood with her dreaming, 'brilliant' but alcoholic
parents. At the age of seventeen she escapes on a Greyhound bus to New York with her older
sister; her younger siblings follow later. After pursuing the education and civilisation her
parents sought to escape, Jeanette eventually succeeds in her quest for the 'mundane, middle
class existence' she had always craved. In her apartment, overlooked by 'a portrait of someone
else's ancestor' she recounts poignant remembered images of star watching with her father,
juxtaposed with recollections of irregular meals, accidents and police-car chases and reveals
her complex feelings of shame, guilt, pity and pride toward her parents.
Half Broke Horses is Laura Ingalls Wilder for adults, as riveting and dramatic as Isak
Dinesen’s Out of Africa or Beryl Markham’s West with the Night. Destined to become a
classic, it will transfix readers everywhere. “Those old cows knew trouble was coming before
we did.” So begins the story of Lily Casey Smith, Jeannette Walls’s no-nonsense, resourceful,
and spectacularly compelling grandmother. By age six, Lily was helping her father break
horses. At fifteen, she left home to teach in a frontier town—riding five hundred miles on her
pony, alone, to get to her job. She learned to drive a car and fly a plane. And, with her
husband, Jim, she ran a vast ranch in Arizona. She raised two children, one who is
Jeannette’s memorable mother, Rosemary Smith Walls, unforgettably portrayed in The Glass
Castle. Lily survived tornadoes, droughts, floods, the Great Depression, and the most
heartbreaking personal tragedy. She bristled at prejudice of all kinds—against women, Native
Americans, and anyone else who didn’t fit the mold. Rosemary Smith Walls always told
Jeannette that she was like her grandmother, and in this true-life novel, Jeannette Walls
channels that kindred spirit. Half Broke Horses is Laura Ingalls Wilder for adults, as riveting
and dramatic as Isak Dinesen’s Out of Africa or Beryl Markham’s West with the Night.
Destined to become a classic, it will transfix readers everywhere.
The Glass Castle: A Memoir by Jeannette Walls | Book Summary | Abbey Beathan
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(Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book. If you're looking for the original book, search this
link: http://amzn.to/2rTOflT) The story of Jeannette Walls, a woman who had to escape from
her family in order to achieve true happiness. Jeannette Walls definitely lived with an
unconventional family. It was a double edged sword. On one hand, her parents were talented
and smart, but on the other one, they were also dysfunctional people who slowly but surely,
corrupted their marriage. A mother who couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her
family and a father who suffered from alcohol abuse, her family environment was so negative it
could only lead Jeannette down a dark path. (Note: This summary is wholly written and
published by Abbey Beathan. It is not affiliated with the original author in any way) "You should
never hate anyone, even your worst enemies. Everyone has something good about them. You
have to find the redeeming quality and love the person for that." - Jeannette Walls The story
gets interesting when Jeannette could not stand living with her parents anymore. It was time
for Jeannette and her brother to fend for themselves and once they found the necessary
resources, they fled from home. The Glass Castle is a story of courage, risking everything to
live a happy life and that no matter how grim the situation might be, there's still a way out. An
inspiring tale about a woman who triumphed against all odds. P.S. The Glass Castle is an
inspiring story about some human beings, with enough determination are able to tip the scale
in their favor despite how bad their situation was in the past. P.P.S. It was Albert Einstein who
famously said that once you stop learning, you start dying. It was Bill Gates who said that he
would want the ability to read faster if he could only have one superpower in this world. Abbey
Beathan's mission is to bring across amazing golden nuggets in amazing books through our
summaries. Our vision is to make reading non-fiction fun, dynamic and captivating. Ready To
Be A Part Of Our Vision & Mission? Scroll Up Now and Click on the "Buy now with 1-Click"
Button to Get Your Copy. Why Abbey Beathan's Summaries? How Can Abbey Beathan Serve
You? Amazing Refresher if you've read the original book before Priceless Checklist in case
you missed out any crucial lessons/details Perfect Choice if you're interested in the original
book but never read it before FREE 2 Page Printable Summary BONUS for you to paste in on
your office, home etc Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant for a great companionship of
the original book or to simply get the gist of the original book. If you're looking for the original
book, search for this link: http://amzn.to/2rTOflT "One of the greatest and most powerful gift in
life is the gift of knowledge. The way of success is the way of continuous pursuit of knowledge"
- Abbey Beathan
"The Glass Castle" is about the author, Jeannette Walls, and her family. She lives with her
parents and her three siblings. Rex Walls and Rose Mary Walls are her parents. Her father is
an alcoholic. Her mother is a painter and artist.The family keeps moving from one place to
another around Arizona and California after every few months until Jeannette is six years old.
Her parents leave their homes when their debts become too much to pay. Jeannette happens
to be seven years old when her family moves to Battle Mountain, Nevada. For the first time in
their lives, they enjoy some kind of stability there, for Rex begins to work in a mining company.
The parents and children live in a converted railway station.
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